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USD billion

Source: CRETech, 2019 CREtech End-Year Report

$31.6

Since 2015, venture 
capital investment into 
real estate technology 
has grown 18 times to
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In a year of global disruption, the COVID-19 period has been a time of dramatic change. 
Across the entire real estate sector we have seen the erosion of internal barriers to change as 
a greater use of innovation and technology has become the only way of returning towards 
normality. 
 
At Taronga Ventures, we expect that there will be an even greater focus on technology and 
innovation in 2021 and beyond, with greater levels of investment and corporate allocation. 
The reason is simple: the use of property technology has become a differentiator, making 
portfolios more attractive to institutional capital, and assets more attractive to tenants. 
What began as a trend has gained momentum and having an exposure to real estate technology 
has become ‘business as usual’.

However, within many real estate developers and investors, the major challenge remains 
the implementation of technology. Change is difficult. It requires a shift in culture and 
the development of a new skillset. Making use of innovation programs – such as RealTechX – is 
one way of bringing an organisation along the journey. 
 
Taronga Ventures’ vision remains unchanged: as an organisation we bring together the 
world’s leading entrepreneurs and innovators, with the world’s most forward-thinking real 
estate institutions, to affect change at scale and create a better built environment. Through 
the RealTech Ventures Fund we continue to invest in and support emerging technology 
companies that can make a difference. With our corporate innovation advisory activities 
and this RealTechX program, the Taronga Ventures ecosystem is providing the tools for real 
estate owners and emerging innovators to drive meaningful long term change and value 
creation within their portfolios.
 
We are delighted to have strong support from industry, government, tertiary institutions 
and the innovation community in coming together, in what is now the world’s largest 
program of its kind. We wish all our participants and partners every success over the 
coming months.

Sincerely,
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Julian Kezelman
Program Director

RealTechX

Sven Sylvester
Investment Director

Taronga Ventures

Welcome to our 
RealTechX community
“

To our founders, partners and industry supporters,

We’d like to warmly welcome you to our RealTechX community.

Our vision for RealTechX is to create a global network of entrepreneurs, innovators and industry 
leaders that share a common goal of changing the future of our built environment.

The success of our community comes from all stakeholders generously sharing insights, learnings 
and ambitions, as we drive this significant industry change forwards.

Founders helping founders. Partners supporting partners. RealTechX offers an open and 
collaborative platform for productive conversations and tangible change to occur.

Applications to RealTechX Australia 2021 have far exceeded expectations. The global RealTech 
sector continues to rapidly mature, offering up novel solutions that address energy sustainability, 
construction efficiency and various forms of real estate digitisation. These emerging businesses 
have revealed the next horizon of industry innovation.

We are pleased to introduce you to our select group of 10 emerging businesses participating in 
RealTechX Australia 2021 and would warmly encourage you to explore the impact potential of  
their technologies.

Julian Kezelman
Program Director, RealTechX
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Globally, our real estate sector 
has a significant environmental 
footprint, contributing to:

of final 
energy usage

Source: United Nations Environment Programme, 
2019 Global Status Report for Buildings and Construction Sector

36%
of carbon dioxide 
emissions

39%
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PARTNER  
NETWORK
Real estate corporate partners
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Supporting partner network

“We would like to sincerely thank our growing network of industry,

government, tertiary and allied partners for supporting RealTechX.

Such a diverse, forward-thinking and market leading group is essential  

to achieve our objective of changing the future of real estate

Avi Naidu - Managing Partner, Taronga Ventures

Government partners

University partners

Professional services partners

Technology partners
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“Each of our 10 selected businesses have successfully implemented and

demonstrated the value of their solutions with major owners and operators 

of  real estate assets. They have been invited into the program for their innovative

solutions, high growth potential and ability to deliver tangible impact to industry

Julian Kezelman - Program Director, RealTechX



Leadership team

CEO & Co-Founder

cameron@allumeenergy.com.au

Cameron Knox Kristy Battista
CTO

kristy@allumeenergy.com.au

www.allumeenergy.com.au

Georgette Godbolt
Head of Business Development

georgette@allumeenergy.com.au

At a glance

Problem Solution

Allume Energy has developed a system that can deliver solar energy 

to apartments and businesses in a simple and 

Rooftop solar energy is unable to be shared across 
multi-dwelling buildings resulting in missed opportunities to 
utilise the power of the sun.  The current solution has lied 
within embedded networks however these impose restrictions 
on residents and building owners and there is a challenge of 
passing on the solar savings to the end customers.  
Alternatively, single solar units for apartment owners are not 
financially feasible without high energy usage making them 
uncommon across the market.

The SolShare enables a single solar unit to be shared 
behind-the-meter giving apartment owners access to the 
benefits of solar energy.  The technology optimises the 
distribution of solar to ensure participating residents get sent 
their allocation when they are using energy, helping them to 
save the maximum amount of money from their shared system; 
whilst ensuring everyone gets an equal share.  This leads to up 
to 30% more savings to participants than individual systems of 
the same aggregated size. Additionally, costs are saved by the 
economies of scale of installing only one system.

Different tenants in the same building 
cannot easily share energy from 
rooftop solar.

Behind-the-meter hardware that 
allows solar energy to be shared 
across multiple tenants.

affordable way. The world-first technology, SolShare, enables the power generated from a single rooftop solar system to be shared 

between multiple apartments or businesses within the same building.  On average there is a 40% reduction in grid energy reducing 

energy bills, increasing apartment value and decreasing CO2 emissions.  Allume is operating in Australia with initial pilots underway 

in the USA and expansion plans for Europe, Japan and the rest of Asia.
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At a glance

Leadership team

Problem Solution

Darabase

www.darabase.com

David Bomphrey
COO & Co-Founder

david@darabase.com

Mark James
Head of Engineering

mark@darabase.com

Dominic Collins
CEO & Co-Founder

dominic@darabase.com

is an augmented reality (AR) outdoor media company.  Its turnkey solution for 

property companies and retailers helps them drive incremental revenue and 

engagement by enabling immersive AR experiences that are layered on the real world. Darabase lets property companies visualise, 

control and monetise AR content in their locations and empowers retailers to use AR to drive footfall and sales.  They partner with 

brands, agencies and publishers to deliver permission-based AR media campaigns in locations with property permissions and 

digitally augment existing outdoor media assets through the viewer’s mobile device. 

A billion people globally are already using AR every month  
and it is quickly shifting from augmenting faces to places and 
spaces. Companies such as Google, Apple and Facebook are 
building digital twins of the globe and enabling AR content to 
be displayed on private properties, viewable through mobiles 
today and in the near future, with wearable smart-glasses. 
Currently property companies and retailers have no control 
over what is displayed on their buildings and locations and  are 
missing out on a growing revenue stream from AR outdoor 
media.

MonitAR is a product that uniquely visualises what existing AR 
activity is placed in location and enables the owner to take 
action where necessary. By managing permissions in the 
Darabase registry, property companies can earn revenue from 
AR outdoor media as they do today with traditional Out of 
Home. Darabase also enables property companies and their 
tenants to create and serve AR campaigns on buildings and 
stores, driving footfall, engagement and sales.

Location-based AR  is the future of 
digital and property companies are 
currently excluded.

Darabase has built a platform that 
lets property companies control and 
monetise AR content on their assets.
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Product Manager

tom@inspacexr.com

Tom Frauenfelder Tina Ghezzi
Partnerships Director, ANZ

tina.ghezzi@inspacexr.com

At a glance

Leadership team

Inspace’s

www.inspace-studio.com

Justin Liang
CEO, Inspace

jl@inspacexr.com

Ray Singh
Partnerships Director, ANZ

ray.singh@inspacexr.com

‘Stack’ platform provides commercial property landlords and agents an online 

3D replica of their building, so they can host virtual inspections at scale from

anywhere. The company’s professional services arm ‘Inspace Studio’ is one of Asia Pacific’s leading providers of virtual tour and 3D 

visualisation services.

Problem Solution

During a time of record-high vacancy rates and travel 
restrictions due to COVID, commercial property landlords 
and agents must compete for visibility and enquiries for their 
buildings and available leases. Today, a commercial property’s 
visibility is limited to a leasing agent’s availability to host a 
physical inspection on site for a prospect. This is time 
consuming, unscalable and captures no data.

By hosting a ‘Stack’ digital replica of their building, agents and 
landlords can now drive online traffic to their building 24/7, 
scaling exposure and increasing enquiries. Prospective 
tenants can virtually walk through the building and its spaces 
available for lease from any device, wherever they are. The 
Inspace Stack platform also allows landlords to update the 
information displayed such as nearby amenity, building 
facilities, agent contact details and more. Enquiries and viewer 
data are captured by the Inspace Stack platform, providing 
marketing insights to the leasing team.

Conducting physical inspections for 
sales and leasing is time-consuming, 
expensive and often impossible in the 
COVID-19 era.

An online 3D replica of a commercial 
building to host virtual walk through
inspections.
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Fabian Rebeiro
CEO

fabian.rebeiro@omnyfy.com

Marshall Lee
CTO

marshall.lee@omnyfy.com

Maria Astaptsova
Marketing and Customer 

Acquisition Manager

maria.astaptsova@omnyfy.com

Nayara Gomes
Delivery and Support Manager

nayara.gomes@omnyfy.com

At a glance

Leadership team

Omnyfy

www.omnyfy.com

Problem Solution

The COVID-19 pandemic has significantly accelerated this 
offline-to-online transition. With physical retail being shut 
down or disrupted, consumers were forced to shop online and
this has irreversibly transformed the reality of retail. According 
to CBRE, by 2030, retail stores will not be used as points of 
sale anymore but rather as platforms to attract consumers and 
amplify the brand, while most purchase transactions will be 
happening online. It is imperative now that retailers and 
property owners adapt to the “new normal” by developing 
reliable digital channels.

Now, retail business operators and property owners can 
create an identical digital twin of their shopping mall or a 
department store in a matter of days. Packed with hundreds of 
features designed in collaboration with the clients, Omnyfy 
gives everything one needs out-of-the-box, with the ability to 
extend, customise and integrate the platform with existing 
enterprise applications or cloud services. Using Omnyfy, 
instead of building a marketplace from scratch, saves a 
business tens of thousands of dollars and reduces go-to-
market timeframes by over 70%.

Feature-rich, fully customisable and cloud-based, the Omnyfy marketplace provides full out-of-the-box functionality enabling 

businesses to build a marketplace of any complexity, saving up to 70% on the cost of a custom marketplace build and accelerating 

go-to-market timeframe with a launch possible in under 2 weeks.

is a PaaS Multi-Vendor Marketplace Platform that enables marketplace owners and 

operators to rapidly create, launch and manage large scale, global marketplaces. 

The retail industry is going through
significant digital transformation, with
consumers shifting to online purchasing,
and the need to facilitate multi-vendor
purchases becoming more prevalent -
especially in the physical retail space.

Omnyfy enables shopping and physical
retail to efficiently transition from
offline to online by launching a 
functional and scalable multi-vendor
marketplace.
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Chris Holmes
Co-Founder and Co-CEO

chris@portt.com

Andre Pinkowski
Co-Founder and Co-CEO

andre@portt.com

April Scott
Head of Operations

april.scott@portt.com

Adam Baker
Head of Product

adam@portt.com

At a glance

Leadership team

Portt

www.portt.com

Problem Solution

provides intelligent sourcing, contract, and supplier and third-party risk management platforms,

enabling improved outcomes to complex public and private enterprise. The Portt platform drives 

better transparency and management around supply chain and risk management, contract performance and outcomes, sourcing, 

sustainability and decision making. The strength of the technology allows for strong alignment with industry outcomes and 

requirements, allowing organisations to quickly react and stay ahead of a constantly changing global economy.

Doing business in a global economy creates constant 
challenges with complex legislative, supply chain and oversight 
requirements. The burden on an organisation to understand 
and manage supply chain and contract risk is complex, 
expensive and time consuming, and businesses are not 
resourced to adequately respond to these demands. The cost 
of not responding to these changes, and the risk to business 
livelihood and reputation constantly increases.

Portt provides an industry aligned supply chain, sustainability, 
and procurement management system. Rapid identification 
and management of supply chain, combined with robust risk 
management approaches, allows organisations to get risk 
under control and drive value through procurement practices. 
A strong focus on supplier collaboration, sustainability, 
analytics and corporate insights creates value beyond risk, 
allowing companies to get ahead of requirements and excel.

Industry aligned third-party
governance, collaboration, risk &
performance management software.
Because prevention is better than cure.

The cost, risk and complexity to 
businesses of managing supply chain 
continually increases, and you cannot 
manage what you cannot see.
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Co-Founder & 
Managing Director

gus.mclennan@propella.ai

John WardGus McLennan
Co-Founder & 

Director of Data Science

john.ward@propella.ai

Callan Cameron
Sales Director & 
Property Advisor

callan.cameron@propella.ai

Peter Lalor
Chairman

peter.lalor@thebluerock.com.au

At a glance

Leadership team

Problem Solution

propella.ai

www.propella.ai

is a geo-spatial analytics company that uses advanced analytics and

artificial intelligence coupled with big data, to generate insights that

inform key property decisions for some of Australia’s leading property companies. These insights are generated at the push of a 

button through propella.ai’s location intelligence platform. propella.ai provides location intelligence services for customers across a 

broad range of property asset classes including commercial office, mixed use, residential developments, retail amenity and social 

infrastructure.  These services can be provided across the entire asset lifecycle, from feasibility to development design, to operating 

the asset.

Property companies are increasingly looking for more 
insightful location intelligence to inform property acquisition, 
development design and asset re-positioning. Complex 
property decisions that are worth millions (or billions) of 
dollars can no longer be made based on inadequate 
information or ‘gut feel’. While the traditional market research 
firms provide insights on residents, workers, planned 
developments and business supply for a defined catchment, 
many other questions have remained unanswered.

As we move from an era of data scarcity to an era of data 
abundance, the ability to now answer complex property 
questions has never been greater. Using applied mathematics, 
‘big data’ and advanced analytics (including artificial 
intelligence), propella.ai has developed sophisticated analysis 
and predictive modelling for the property industry. This 
developed IP has now been integrated into a location 
intelligence platform that provides “push button” insights.

Major property decisions for assets
continue to be made with limited
information.

Leverage new data sets and advanced
analytics to provide insights, all
through an interactive application.
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Brittany Harris
Co-Founder and CEO

brittany.harris@qualisflow.com

Polly Gourlay
Sustainability Manager

polly.gourlay@qualisflow.com

Ed Taylor
Growth Manager

edward.taylor@qualisflow.com 

Jade Cohen
Co-Founder and CPO

jade.cohen@qualisflow.com

At a glance

Leadership team

Qflow

www.qualisflow.com

Problem Solution

enables a positive shift in the way construction teams collect and use material and waste data on

live projects. Using a unique combination of artificial intelligence and machine learning, Qflow 

automates the time consuming and error prone process of onsite data capture and analytics, enabling engineering teams to deliver 

quality and sustainability while minimising project risk. Qflow is on a mission to transform the way we build our cities and leave the 

world in a better state than we found it.

The construction industry contributes to 3 billion square yards 
of waste to landfill each year and the built environment 
contributes nearly 40% of global carbon emissions. The 
industry has made attempts to tackle this, but without a clear 
picture of what materials are being used, and where the waste 
that’s being produced comes from, it is impossible to measure 
what is going on and therefore to make a concerted effort to 
improve it. With sustainability becoming a high priority for 
investors and property developers, construction companies 
are handed the problem without the necessary tools to 
solve it.

Qflow enables construction teams to better manage their 
materials and waste. By automating digitisation of materials 
tickets and waste transfer notes as they enter construction 
sites, independent of supply chain systems, Qflow provides 
direct access to critical information on site. The data is audited 
in real-time and can feed into cost-control, supply chain 
management and sustainable reporting tools. Project teams 
are alerted of non-conformances, allowing them to take 
immediate action to correct these and avoid costly mistakes 
that can have a negative impact on the environment. In short, 
Qflow delivers the right data at the right time.

Tracking and managing materials and
waste is time consuming and error
prone, resulting in low value data.

Make materials and waste data 
capture easy, making that data 
valuable.
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Ben Sewell
Founding Director - Operations

ben@spacecube.com

Carlo Calkoen
Sales Director

carlo@spacecube.com

At a glance

Leadership team

Spacecube

www.spacecube.com

Mark Davies
CEO

mark@spacecube.com

Problem Solution

is a modular building system that provides architects, designers and 

creatives a highly resolved solution for any temporary or transitional 

infrastructure projects or developments. Whether it’s for events, advertising, retail or commercial applications there is growing 

demand for a premium, temporary infrastructure solution that can meet increased expectations from clients and adapt to various 

environments and uses. Spacecube’s are designed to be flat-packable, customisable, re-locatable and re-usable. Designed, 

engineered and manufactured in Australia since 2012.

Flexibility and speed are key in an ever changing and 
unpredictable landscape. There is a growing demand for 
semi-permanent buildings using a hybrid of traditional 
construction methods and prefabricated systems. 
Clients are looking for the ability to relocate or 
reconfigure, reduce waste and find a more sustainable 
building solution that can have several lives, in varying 
locations and be mobilised quickly. A LEGO-like modular 
building solution that can meet tomorrows challenges.

Over the last decade, SPACECUBE has designed and 
developed the world’s most highly engineered and versatile modu-
lar building system. There are very few construction challenges 
that the SPACECUBE system can’t be adapted to. Initially focused 
on event infrastructure, the system quickly showed huge versatility, 
expanding into emergency services rapid deployment and premi-
um semi-permanent commercial infrastructure. Our team can 
bring creative design, solution engineering, project management 
and skilled manufacturing to every brief. SPACECUBE is at the 
forefront of the new age of modular building. Energy efficient, low 
carbon impact, relocatable and reusable.

No brand, or brief is the same. There 
is a need for a more premium and
sustainable modular infrastructure
solution.

The world needs to change the way it 
builds and SPACECUBE are ready to 
deliver.
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Jeremy Fisher
Founding Director - 

Product Development

jeremy@spacecube.com



Co-Founder/CEO

derek@trendspek.com

Fiona ChurchDerek Feebrey
Co-Founder

fiona@trendspek.com

At a glance

Leadership team

Trendspek

Joshua Sinclair
Head of Product

josh@trendspek.com

www.trendspek.com

Mitchell Deam
Co-Founder

mitch@trendspek.com

significantly reduces the cost and time taken to manage high value 

assets, while simultaneously reducing your exposure to safety and 

corporate risk. We do this by giving you true-to-life 3D digital models, so you can make quick yet fully-informed decisions based on 

water-tight data. With an exact digital twin of your asset, you can work with every detail remotely, safely and economically.

Problem Solution

We’ve worked with asset managers, owners and engineers, all 
responsible for making expensive and risky decisions without 
adequate information. They had folders filled with images and 
reports of their assets, along with handwritten notes, 
spreadsheets and drawings. There were information gaps, and 
it was difficult to make sense of the data or share in a 
meaningful way. To find out more, they could organise a 
physical inspection entailing time delays, human risk and 
expensive equipment or use technology such as drones to do 
spot inspections, with no easy way to work with the data. The 
whole process was messy, time-consuming, risky and stressful.

To help asset stakeholders deal with 
their “folders full of problems”.

What they needed was the right information at the right time, 
to make critical decisions with confidence. Trendspek delivers 
an exact 3D digital model of each asset, allowing you to see the 
full structure in life-like detail from anywhere, at any time. You 
can remotely access entire portfolios to complete 
assessments and collaborate with others, reducing safety risks, 
inspection and travel costs. Comprehensive data ensures you 
won’t miss a thing, reducing your exposure to corporate 
liability and reputational risks. The result is a level of asset 
visibility and management previously unattainable.

Know the exact condition of your built 
assets through 3D models with true-to-
life resolution, all at your fingertips.
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Co-Founder

nathang@valenenergy.com

Daniel GiblettNathan Giblett
Co-Founder

danielg@valenenergy.com

Chad Bookidis
Director of Sales

chadb@valenenergy.com

Bill Horan
Executive Board Member

billh@valenenergy.com

At a glance

Leadership team

Valen Energy

www.valenenergy.com

Problem Solution

have established themselves as the global leader in off

grid, renewable energy technology, for security, 

communications, lighting, IoT and smart infrastructure applications. Their PowerStack technology systems are designed and 

manufactured in both the USA, and Australia, creating unique, renewable energy power systems for any outdoor environment. The 

PowerStack system, incorporates smart and wireless technology, is vandal resistant and has a simple, rapid, deployment procedure. 

It has a unique form factor to enhance the look, feel, and drastically reduce the cost of any outdoor infrastructure project.

Installing aerial power lines or using underground cables, 
equates to 80% of any project cost when installing smart, 
electrically powered, infrastructure. Underground and aerial 
cabling, often discourages utility-based projects because of 
added expense, due to environmental issues and delays 
caused by bureaucratic red tape. Connecting to grid-based, 
coal fired, high voltage electricity for powering smart 
infrastructure, is superfluous and no longer required. Valen 
Energy offers a more practical solution, with breakthrough 
reliable technology and a new form factor.

Valen Energy design and manufacture, unique, decentralized, 
vertical energy generation platforms in Australia and the USA. 
They can be configured for virtually any outdoor infrastructure 
technology and can be designed to operate in any location or 
environment. This off-grid solution, provides wireless power to 
any situation for smart infrastructure such as, security, 
lighting, communication, IoT & smart city applications, without 
the need to install underground cabling, overhead power lines 
or concrete footings. �The Valen Energy PowerStack system is 
modular, light weight and installs on site in minutes, cutting 
project timelines by 90%. Clean, renewable, decentralized 
power wherever you need it!

Running distributed power is
problematic and limiting.

The PowerStack platform.
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FUTURE
OF REALTECH
“
Technology and innovation  
represent the next wave of  
change that will enhance  
and disrupt real estate
in ways that we can only  
imagine

Jonathan Hannam

Managing Partner - Taronga Ventures
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ABOUT
TARONGA VENTURES
We invest in real estate, innovation and technology companies to shape the future  
of our built environment

Contact us
RealTechX Growth Program
realtechx@tarongagroup.com

RealTechX is an innovation growth program designed to drive sustained growth 
 in emerging real estate technology businesses.

RealTech Ventures Fund invests in innovation, technology and business models  
that impact the portfolios of our institutional real estate partners.

Taronga Advisory offers strategic advice for institutional real estate  owners 

and operators to accelerate the adoption of innovation.

RealTech Ventures Fund
ventures@tarongagroup.com

Taronga Advisory
advisory@tarongagroup.com

www.tarongagroup.com

Established in 2015, Taronga Ventures is a technology and innovation investor focused  
on real estate and the wider built environment. Through the RealTech Ventures Fund,  
the group invests into globally scalable entities that will enhance or challenge the way  
real estate operates, across all sectors, throughout the entire real estate life-cycle.

The Fund is focused on developing a diverse portfolio of investments across sustainability,  
design, materials, energy and operating models; providing capital, mentorship and global  
networks for the businesses in which it invests, as well as competitive advantage for its  
corporate partners. Taronga Ventures has extensive experience across global real estate  
markets and sectors and is supported by strategic and institutional investment partners.




